Outstanding EXL Student Award 2020 - 2021

The Outstanding EXL Student Award is given annually to students who hold a distinguished record of service in the EXL Scholars Program.

Kendall Basham
(Nursing, Public Health)

Nursing major, Kendall Basham, is also pursuing a Master of Public Health degree. EXL faculty member, Casie Higginbotham nominated her for this award. As a valued team member in HLTH 3000, Kendall’s leadership in the group led to an outstanding set of deliverables to be utilized by the TN Department of Health. Her contribution to the project was enormous and she worked diligently to ensure the project was completed to a standard of excellence. Kendall states, “…my public health education at MTSU allowed me to amplify my passion for serving others through compassion, connection and healing. I hope to take critical knowledge from a program like EXL’s and improve health outcomes for unheard stories here and abroad.” She is a deserving recipient of this award as she continues in service, working this semester in an unofficial capacity with the MTSU Center for Health and Human Services. Congratulations, Kendall!